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The notion of Goldie dimension is a natural extension of the usual idea of 
vector space dimension. It is well known that if A and B are two subspaces of 
a vector space AZ, then dim(d I- B) :m= dim -4 by dim B dim A n B. It was 
shown in [I], however, that the sum of two modules of Goldie dimension one 
can have infinite Goldie dimension. We show here that in fact a much more 
precise statement is possible. 
THEOFUZM 1. Let a < b < m be integers. Then fhere exists a commutative, 
local Artinian ring R, and R modules A, B, il2 with M -: A -( B, and dim A =- a, 
dimE=b, dimM=-m. 
The proof uses a formula in [I], which generalizes the classical result for 
vector spaces: 
THEOREM 2. I‘et A and B be submodules of a module M. Let C =m A n E 
and let 1 r denote the identity map on C. Let f be a maximal extension of 1, considered 
as a homomorphism from A to E, and let D be the domain off. Then dim(A -(- B) _- 
dim(A) ‘- dim(B) + dim(DjC) - dim(D). 
For general results on Goldie theory the reader is referred to [2]. We prove 
two propositions from which the construction follows easily. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let a < b < m be integers. If there is a module Z with sub- 
modules X and Y such that (1) X C Y C 2; and (2) dim 2 = b, dim Y = a, 
dim Y/X = m - b; then there is a module M = A + B with dim A = a, 
dimB == b, and dimM =: m. 
Proof. In Y @ 2 let 7’ = {(h’, -x) j x 6 K}. Let M = (Y @ Z)/T. Then 
the coordinate maps from Y and 2 into M are monomorphisms. Denote the 
image of Y by A and the image of 2 by B. Then, A n B = C = image S 
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[under either coordinate map], and III :; -4 $- B. Now, clearly the identity 
map on C has an extension from A to B. Then by the dimension formula 
(with D = A), 
dim M = dim d + dim B + dim A/C - dim =1 
= dim Y + dim Z + dim S/Y - dim Y 
=a +b+m-b-u 
= m. 
PROPOSITION 4. For any pair of integers u and v there is a local commutatiz.e 
ring R with (1) (Rad R)3 = 0, (2) dim(Socle R) = n, and (3) dim(R/Socle R) == u. 
Proof. LetF be a field, and letF[x, ,..., s, , yI ,..., yv] be the polynomial ring. 
We divide by the relations: 
(a) yix = 0 for all variables z, 
(b) xix = 0 for all variables z # x2‘i , 
(cl x12 :I . . . = x 2 - 1< - Yl. 
Denote the quotient by R and the image of a polynomial byf. Any polynomial 
f of degree 3 3 is zero in this ring, so that any nonconstant polynomial is nil- 
potent and R is local. Also, every element in R is of the formf -= c0 t- c& -I- 
. . . _ C&T~ + dI 3’1 $- ... + db yU . Thus if any of the ci # 0,3xi = cOxi T ci yi -,t: 0 
so that f$ Socle R. This implies that Socle R = CJ=, @ yjR. The same argu- 
mcnt shows that Rad R/Socle R is a direct sum of the images of the zi , so that 
the respective dimensions are the same as the number of variables, and the 
proposition is established. 
TVe can now construct the modules asserted to exist in Theorem 1. By Propo- 
sition 3, it is enough to find the modules X, Y, and Z described in that proposi- 
tion. To do this, we use Proposition 4, with u = m - b and 2: =p a. We then 
take X = Socle R and Y = R. This gives a module Y and a submodule _A7 with 
dim Y/S =- vz - 6, and dim Y = a, To satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3 
me need to embed Yin a module Z with dim Z = b [note this is possible because 
dim Y =-= a < b]. To do this, we let S be the unique simple module over R, and 
take Z -:= R @ S’(b-a). [Sb+ = b - a copies of S.] With X, Y, 2 as above, 
the conditions are then satisfied, so the theorem is proved. 
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